
The delivery of data governance involves a lot more than tool selection. It requires people, 

processes and technology working together. To help, Alation’s Professional Services team 

offers data governance best practices aligned to our framework to enable a People First 

data governance approach.

Accelerate the Delivery of Active Data Governance

Alation’s Active Data Governance App offering provides you with end-to-end best 

practices powered by automation. This ensures successful implementation and 

continuous improvement of your Active Data Governance program. The offering 

combines a set of defined data governance business processes with autonomous 

capabilities and supporting business practices. Together, these launch and define 

your governance efforts.

With this Professional Services offering, we tailor an approach to your organization’s 

data governance needs, guide the establishment of a robust stewardship process, and 

lay the foundation to accelerate the start of your Active Data Governance practices, 

activities, and tasks. 

Alation’s ADG App offering allows organizations to establish a data governance 

framework, ingest assets, recognize business stewards, curate assets, apply policies and 

controls, collaborate with the community, and monitor and measure governance and 

curation activities.
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The Professional Services ADG offering includes:

• Alation’s Active & Autonomous Data Governance Approach

• Configuration of Alation’s Data Governance App (separate purchase required)

• Lightweight Data Governance Assessment

• Best practices for:

 - Active and Automated Data Governance

 - Roles and Responsibilities

 - Business Stewardship Approach and Assignment

 - Policy Management in Policy Center

 - Metadata Classification and Management including glossaries, taxonomies, 
and domains

 - Managing Lineage

 - Addressing Data Quality

 - Implementing and Managing Workflows

 - Change Management in Alation

 - Data Governance Metrics to understand curation progress

The first company to bring a data catalog to market, Alation combines machine learning and human collaboration 

to change the way people find, understand, trust, use and reuse data. Created by experts in distributed systems, data 

management and design, the Alation Data Catalog creates a living inventory of data assets through an iterative process 

of data discovery and collaboration. More than 200 organizations, including American Family Insurance, Exelon, 

Munich Re, and Pfizer, leverage the Alation Data Catalog to gain confidence in data-driven decisions. 

For more information, visit alation.com

https://www.alation.com/

